Glucocorticoid and proteasome inhibitor impact on the leukemic lymphoblast: multiple, diverse signals converging on a few key downstream regulators.
Twenty years ago a proteasome inhibitor was suggested as therapy for glucocorticoid-resistant multiple myeloma, a disease that involves terminally differentiated B cells. Since then, research has proven that it has utility on a number of tumors resistant to chemotherapy. Hematologic malignancy, however, often involves lesser differentiated cells, which have a high potential to modulate their intrinsic machinery and thereby activate alternative rescue pathways. A corresponding multiplicity of therapies is not always practical. One approach to conditions with heterogeneous physiology is to identify key biochemical mediators, thereby reducing the number of treatment targets. Results from several ongoing studies indicate convergence of genomically diverse signal pathways to a limited number of key downstream regulators of apoptosis. Convergence of pathways can be exploited to address the problem of genetic heterogeneity in acute leukemia: this would mean treating multiple molecular aberrations with fewer drugs and enhanced therapeutic benefit.